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Abstract

Transferring knowledge from an image synthesis model
trained on a large dataset is a promising direction for learn-
ing generative image models from various domains effi-
ciently. While previous works have studied GAN models, we
present a recipe for learning vision transformers by gener-
ative knowledge transfer. We base our framework on state-
of-the-art generative vision transformers that represent an
image as a sequence of visual tokens to the autoregressive
or non-autoregressive transformers. To adapt to a new do-
main, we employ prompt tuning, which prepends learnable
tokens called prompt to the image token sequence, and in-
troduce a new prompt design for our task. We study on a
variety of visual domains, including visual task adaptation
benchmark [71], with varying amount of training images,
and show effectiveness of knowledge transfer and a signifi-
cantly better image generation quality over existing works.

1. Introduction
Image synthesis has achieved tremendous progress re-

cently with the improvement of deep generative models [2,
11,18,60,62]. The goal of image synthesis is to generate di-
verse and plausible scenes resembling the training images.
A good image synthesis system can capture the appearance
of objects and model their interactions to generalize and cre-
ate novel scenes. However, the generalization ability is usu-
ally determined by the amount of training images. Without
sufficient data, the synthesis results are often unsatisfactory.

Transfer learning, a cornerstone invention in deep learn-
ing, has been proving its indispensable role across a broad
array of computer vision tasks, including classification [31],
object detection [16, 17], image segmentation [20, 21], etc.
However, transfer learning is not yet a de facto technique
for image synthesis. While recent efforts have shown suc-
cess in transferring knowledge from pretrained Generative
Adversarial Network (GAN) models [42, 53, 64, 68], these
demonstrations are limited by narrow visual domains, e.g.,
faces or cars [42, 68], as illustrated in Fig. 1, or requiring a
non-trivial amount of training data [53, 64] to transfer to an
off-manifold distribution.

In fact, some recent works [56,73] have found that, even
when the training data is limited in quantity, learning GANs
from scratch with advanced techniques outperforms GAN
transfer approaches, implying that the transfer learning may
not even be necessary for generative modeling. Such obser-
vation is in direct contrast to the essential role of transfer
learning for discriminative models,1 which suggests trans-
fer learning for image synthesis remains under-exploited.

In this work, we approach the transfer learning for image
synthesis using generative vision transformers, an emerg-
ing class of image synthesis models, such as DALL·E [47],
Taming Transformer [14], MaskGIT [6], CogView [12],
NÜWA [67], or Parti [70], that excel in several image syn-
thesis tasks. We closely follow the recipe of transfer learn-
ing for image classification [31], in which a source model
is first trained on a large dataset (e.g., ImageNet) and then
transferred to a diverse collection of downstream tasks, ex-
cept in our setting the input and output are reversed and the
model generates images from a class label. Our study em-
ploys the visual task adaptation benchmark (or VTAB) [71],
a standard and challenging benchmark for studying transfer
learning. VTAB consists of 19 visual recognition tasks and
compiles images from diverse and distinctly different visual
domains, such as natural (e.g., flowers, scenes), specialized
(e.g., satellite, medical), or structured (e.g., road scenes).

We present a transfer learning framework using prompt
tuning [34,36]. While the technique has been used for trans-
fer learning of discriminative models for vision tasks [1,26],
to our knowledge, this work appears to be the first to
adopt prompt tuning for transfer learning of image synthe-
sis. Moreover, we propose two technical innovations. First,
a parameter efficient design of prompt token generator that
admits condition variables (e.g., class, instance), a key for
controllable image synthesis yet often neglected in prompt
tuning for discriminative transfer [26, 34]. Second, a mar-
quee header prompt that engineers (e.g., composes and in-
terpolates) learned prompts to enhance generation diversity.

We conduct a large-scale empirical study to understand
the mechanics of generative transfer learning for autoregres-

1Here discriminative models refer to a board of machine learning mod-
els that directly model the conditional distribution of the target variables.
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Figure 1. Image synthesis by knowledge transfer. Unlike previous works using GANs as source model and test transfer on relatively narrow
visual domains, we transfer knowledge of generative vision transformers [6,14] to a comprehensive list of visual domains, including natural
(e.g., scene, flower), specialized (e.g., satellite, medical), and structured (e.g., road scenes, synthetic, infograph, sketch), as defined by the
visual task adaptation benchmark [71], with a few training images (e.g., as low as 2 images per class).

sive [14, 47] and non-autoregressive [6] generative trans-
formers. To this end, we show that generative vision trans-
formers with prompt tuning outperforms the prior state-of-
the-art held by GANs [53,64] through a vast margin. More-
over, in contrast to prior works [53, 64] limited to show
transfer to a few visual domains, we show the efficacy of
knowledge transfer from pretrained ImageNet models to 19
downstream tasks of diverse visual distributions and vary-
ing amounts of training data in VTAB. Fig. 1 compares vi-
sual domains, showing the great expansion on the varieties
of downstream tasks to what is achieved by previous works.
On the on-manifold distributions on which previous studies
mainly focused, our method slashes the prior state-of-the-
art in FID from 71 to 24 on Places [74] and 86 to 16 on
Animal Face [54] datasets. Moreover, the proposed method
is used to demonstrate the few-shot generative transfer ca-
pabilities (Sec. 4.2), showing extreme data efficiency while
being able to generate images that are realistic and diverse,
while following the target distribution.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:

• We present a generative visual transfer learning frame-
work for vision transformers with prompt tuning [34],
proposing a novel prompt token generator design and
a prompt engineering method for image synthesis.

• We conduct a large-scale empirical study for genera-
tive transfer learning to validate our method on a vari-
ety of visual domains (e.g., VTAB [71]) and scenarios
(e.g., few-shot). To this end, we show state-of-the-art
image synthesis performance.

• To our knowledge, we are the first to employ prompt
tuning for transfer learning of image synthesis, and
provide one-of-the-first substantial empirical evidence
on the necessity of knowledge transfer for data and
compute efficient generative image modeling using the

standard visual transfer learning benchmark.

2. Preliminary

2.1. Generative Vision Transformers

This paper uses generative vision transformers to denote
the vision transformer models for image synthesis. Gener-
ally, there are two types of generative vision transformers:
AutoRegressive (AR) and Non-AutoRegressive (NAR) trans-
formers, both consisting of two stages [14,47]: image quan-
tization and decoding. The first stage is the same between
the two types of models in which the image is quantized into
a grid of discrete tokens by a Vector-Quantized (VQ) auto-
encoder [14, 48, 60, 69]. The VQ encoder quantizes image
patches into integer indices (or tokens) in a codebook. The
2D image is then flattened into a 1D sequence to which a
special token indicating its class label is prepended.

AR and NAR transformers differ in the second stage of
decoding. AR transformers [7], including DALL·E [47],
Taming Transformer [14], NÜWA [67], CogView [12], and
Parti [70], are inspired by the AR language model [3, 39].
They learn an AR decoder on the flattened token sequence
to generate image tokens sequentially based on the previ-
ously generated tokens. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the genera-
tion follows a raster scan ordering, generating tokens from
left to right, line-by-line. Finally, the generated tokens are
mapped to the pixel space using the VQ decoder.

On the other hand, NAR transformers [15,19,33], which
are originally proposed for machine translation, are re-
cently extended to improve the AR image decoding [6, 35,
72]. Unlike their AR counterpart, NAR transformers (e.g.,
MaskGIT [6], Token-Critic [35], BLT [32]) are bidirec-
tional and are trained on the masked modeling proxy task
of BERT [10]. During inference, the model adopts a non-
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Figure 2. Our method transfers knowledge from generative vision
transformers (e.g., autoregressive [14] or non-autoregressive [6])
trained on a large dataset to various visual domains by prepending
learnable prompt tokens (green) to visual tokens (blue).

autoregressive decoding method to synthesize an image in a
few steps [6,19,32,35]. As shown in Fig. 2, the NAR trans-
former starts from a blank canvas with all tokens masked
out, and generate an image in 8 steps or so. In each step, it
predicts all tokens in parallel while retaining ones with the
highest prediction scores. The remaining tokens are masked
out and will be predicted in the next iteration until all tokens
are generated. NAR transformers [6, 35] show faster infer-
ence than their AR counterparts (e.g., [14]) while offering
on-par or superior fidelity and diversity.

2.2. Prompt Tuning

Prompt tuning [34, 36] has been introduced recently in
natural language processing as a way of efficiently adapt-
ing pretrained large language models to downstream tasks.
Here, prompt is a sequence of additional tokens prepended
to a token sequence. In prompt engineering [4], their values
are often chosen by heuristic. On the other hand, in prompt
tuning [34, 36], tokens are parameterized by learnable pa-
rameters and their parameters are updated via a gradient de-
scent to adopt transformers to the downstream tasks.

Due to its simplicity and as transformers getting popular,
prompt tuning has been also applied to some vision tasks for
knowledge transfer, e.g., image classification [1, 26], detec-
tion and segmentation [41]. To our knowledge, we appear
to be the first to use prompt tuning for image synthesis.

3. Visual Prompt for Generative Transfer
Our goal is to design a transfer learning framework for

image synthesis using vision transformers. Starting from a
generative vision transformer pretrained on a large dataset
(e.g., ImageNet), we discuss a method to adapt transformers

on various target domains (e.g., VTAB). Sec. 3.1 presents a
visual prompt tuning for AR and NAR transformers. Then,
in Sec. 3.2, we propose a novel prompt, named marquee
header prompt, tailored to NAR transformers to trade-off
generation fidelity and diversity.

3.1. Building and Learning Visual Prompt

Fig. 2 overviews the proposed generative transfer learn-
ing framework. We aim at transferring a generative prior,
parameterized by generative vision transformers, while uti-
lizing the same VQ encoder and decoder trained from the
large source dataset. We employ a prompt tuning [26,34,36]
that uses a sequence of learnable tokens (e.g., green blocks
with a solid line in Fig. 2) to adapt to target distributions,
while leaving transformer parameters frozen. In the follow-
ing sections, we discuss how to learn (Sec. 3.1.1) a prompt
token generator designed for a conditional image generation
(Sec. 3.1.2) and use them for image synthesis (Sec. 3.2).

3.1.1 Learning Visual Prompt

A sequence of prompt tokens is prepended to visual tokens
to guide the pretrained transformer models to the target dis-
tribution. Prompt tuning, learning parameters of token gen-
erator, is done by gradient descent with respective loss func-
tions, while fixing parameters of pretrained transformers.
To be specific, let Z = {zi}H×Wi=1 be a sequence of visual
tokens (i.e., an output of VQ encoder followed by the vec-
torization) and Pφ= {ps;φ}Ss=1 be a sequence of prompt to-
kens. For AR transformer, the loss is given as follows:

LAR = Ex∼PX

[
− logPθ(Z|Pφ)

]
(1)

Pθ(Z|Pφ) =
∏H×W

i=1
Pθ(zi|z<i,Pφ) (2)

For NAR transformer, we follow the loss of MaskGIT [6]:

LNAR = Ex∼PX ,M∼PM

[
− logPθ(ZM |ZM ,Pφ)

]
(3)

Pθ(ZM |ZM ,Pφ) =
∏

i∈M
Pθ(zi|ZM ,Pφ) (4)

where M ⊂{1, ...,H×W} is a set of visual token indices
sampled from a masking schedule distribution PM,M is its
complement, and ZM = {zi}i∈M . Prompt tuning proceeds
by minimizing respective loss functions with respect to the
prompt parameters φwhile fixing transformer parameters θ:

φ∗ = argmin
φ

LAR/NAR (5)

While our focus is at the prompt tuning due to its effec-
tiveness and compute-efficiency for large source models, we
note that the proposed learning framework is amenable with
other transfer learning methods, such as adapter [25] or fine-
tuning [31], with learnable prompts, as shown in Sec. 5.4.

After prompt tuning, we generate visual tokens for image
synthesis by iterative decoding. For AR transformer,
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(b) The proposed parameter efficient prompt token generator via factorization of
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Figure 3. Prompt token generators and their use in transformer. (a) a straightforward extension of baseline prompt token generators [26,34,
36] with a class condition. When using an MLP with a single dense layer of P units, the number of trainable parameters is P ·(C·S+D).
(b) The proposed parameter efficient prompt token generators that factorizes data dependent conditions (e.g., class, instance) and token
position. Under a similar design choice as baseline models, the number of trainable parameters is P ·(F ·(C+S)+D), which could be
significantly fewer when F�min(C, S). (c) Number of parameters for prompt token generators with respect to the sequence length (S),
while setting P =768, D=768, and C =100 with different number of factors F .

1: for i← 1 to H ×W do
2: ẑi∼Pθ(zi|ẑ<i,Pφ)
3: end for

For NAR model, scheduled parallel decoding [6] is used:
Require: M = {}, T , {n1, ..., nT },

∑T
t=1 nt=H ×W

1: for t← 1 to T do
2: ẑi∼Pθ(zi|ẐM ,Pφ), ∀i∈M
3: M ←M ∪ {arg topki∈M

(
Pθ(zi|ẐM ,Pφ), k=nt

)
}

4: end for
where {n1, ..., nT } is a masking schedule that decides the
number of tokens to decode at each decoding step. We refer
to [6] for details on decoding for NAR transformer. Illus-
trations of decoding steps for both models are in Fig. 2.

3.1.2 Prompt Token Generator Design

For discriminative transfer learning, prompts are designed
without condition variables [26]. For generation, it is ben-
eficial to have condition variables (e.g., class, attribute) for
better control in generation. We accomplish this with rather
a straightforward extension of existing prompt designs us-
ing a class-condition, Pφ(c), as in Fig. 3a.

One caveat of the baseline token generator design is that
the number of learnable parameters increases as the product
of three factors: the number of classes C, the prompt se-
quence length S and the feature dimension P . For example,
when using a prompt of length S=128, hidden P=768 and
embedding dimension D=768, the token generator would
introduce 10.4M parameters forC=100 class conditions, as
in Fig. 3c. The bottleneck occurs at the 3d weight tensor of
size C×S×P . To make it parameter efficient, we propose
a factorized token generator, as in Fig. 3b. Specifically, we
encode class and sequence position index via MLPC and
MLPP with F factors, respectively. The MLP outputs are

element-wise summed, multiplied by an 1d factor vector
from MLPF, and reduced along the factor dimension. The
output is then fed to MLPT to produce a prompt of length S.
As in Fig. 3c, the number of parameters of the proposed ar-
chitecture is greatly reduced, requiring only 0.76M param-
eters, down from 10.4M, for a prompt of length 128 when
F =1.2 An implementation of the proposed token genera-
tor in Flax [22] is in Fig. 13 of Appendix. We empirically
find that F =1 is sufficient for NAR transformers, demon-
strating extreme parameter efficiency. For AR transformers,
we need extra capacity and use F =16.

Moreover, we build a new type of prompt tokens condi-
tioned on individual data instances, inspired by the instance-
conditioned GAN [5]. We assign each data a unique index
and map it into a distinct embedding via MLPC. When both
class label and instance index are used, instance index is
simply treated as an extra class, indexed from C. To train
the model, we sample between class label and instance in-
dex. As we explain below in Sec. 3.2, instance conditioned
prompts add more fine-grained control on generation.

3.2. Engineering Learned Prompts

An interesting aspect of generative transformers in con-
trast to GANs is their iterative decoding. For example, as
illustrated in Fig. 2, AR transformers [14] decode tokens se-
quentially given previously decoded tokens, and NAR trans-
formers [6] use a scheduled parallel decoding.

Given the wealth of learned prompts conditioned on the
class and instance proposed in Sec. 3.1, we propose a novel
prompt engineering strategy, a “Marquee Header” prompt,
of the iterative transformer decoding, for enhancing the gen-
eration diversity. The idea is simple – similarly to the latent

2The proposed factorization can be extended to incorporate the “depth”
position of deep visual prompt [26] to reduce the number of parameters.
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(a) Image synthesis using instance-conditioned prompts.

(b) Image synthesis using a marquee header prompt between instance (blue) and class (red) conditioned prompts.

(c) Image synthesis using a marquee header prompt between instance-conditioned prompts (blue and red).

Figure 4. Iterative decoding of NAR transformers. (4a) instance prompts generate images of high-fidelity but with low diversity. Marquee
header prompts enhance generation diversity by interpolating (4b) from instance to class prompts or (4c) between instance prompts.

variable interpolation of GANs, we interpolate the learned
prompt representations (e.g., outputs of MLPC). Yet, due
to the iterative decoding, the interpolation between prompts
is carried out over multiple decoding steps. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 4b, where we start the decoding process us-
ing instance-conditioned prompts (blue header) but gradu-
ally transition to a class-conditioned prompt (red header)
over decoding steps. Compared to the generation in Fig. 4a
where we use instance-conditioned prompts all along, the
proposed prompt engineering strategy enhances the gener-
ation diversity while being controlled in that synthesized
images follow certain characteristics (e.g., pose, color pat-
tern, hairiness) of reference instances. In addition, it is also
plausible to construct a marquee header prompt between
instance-conditioned prompts, as in Fig. 4c.

We provide a marquee header prompt formulation:

PMT(t) = (1− wt)PMT1 + wtPMT2 (6)

wt = min
{( t− 1

Tcutoff − 1

)2
, 1
}

(7)

where t=1, ..., T is a decoding step, Tcutoff ≤T is a cutoff
step, and PMTi is a prompt representation (e.g., an output
of MLPC). The schedule in Eq. (7) makes a smooth transi-
tion of prompts from PMT1 to PMT2. Note that there could

be various marquee header prompt formulations, which we
leave their investigations as a future work.

4. Experiments

We evaluate the efficacy of the generative transfer learn-
ing on diverse visual domains and varying amounts of train-
ing data and compare with existing methods. In Sec. 4.1, we
test on visual task adaptation benchmark (VTAB) [71] and
demonstrate state-of-the-art image generation performance
with knowledge transfer. In Sec. 4.2, we verify our method
on diverse few-shot transfer learning tasks.

4.1. Generative Transfer on VTAB

Dataset. Towards developing a generative transfer method
generalizable across domains and distributions, we employ
the visual task adaptation benchmark (VTAB) [71] – a suite
of 19 visual recognition tasks based on 16 datasets. It covers
diverse image domains (e.g., natural, structured, and spe-
cialized such as medical or satellite imagery) and tasks (e.g.,
object and scene recognition, distance classification, count-
ing), making it a valuable asset not only for discriminative,
but also for generative transfer learning. The dataset infor-
mation is provided in Appendix B.1.1.
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Model (# tr params) Mean C101 Flowers Pet DTD Kitti SUN EuroSAT Resisc

MineGAN [64] (88M) 151.5 102.4 132.1 130.1 87.4 117.9 77.5 111.5 81.0
cGANTransfer [53] (105M) 85.1 89.6 61.6 48.6 70.3 48.9 31.1 45.6 50.3

Non-Autoregressive

Prompt (S=1) (0.67M) 53.7 13.5 13.8 11.9 25.8 32.3 7.3 45.9 28.5
Prompt (S=16) (0.68M) 39.9 12.7 13.2 11.1 26.0 30.0 7.4 35.8 24.9
Prompt (S=128) (0.76M) 36.4 12.9 13.4 10.9 25.9 29.9 7.7 38.4 24.8
Scratch (172M) 42.7 72.7 57.2 70.3 66.1 33.8 9.2 39.5 32.0

Autoregressive

Prompt (S=1) (0.86M) 58.4 45.5 28.9 42.4 37.1 66.9 18.9 37.3 35.1
Prompt (S=16) (0.88M) 45.8 41.4 19.6 36.6 33.4 41.4 16.4 32.6 28.8
Prompt (S=256) (1.06M) 39.0 39.6 17.3 34.9 32.5 37.1 15.0 29.6 26.7
Prompt (S=256, F =16) (5.16M) 36.9 27.2 14.1 27.2 30.0 34.6 12.8 26.4 22.2
Scratch (306M) 39.6 76.0 56.1 52.5 92.7 31.6 13.5 19.4 29.5

Table 1. FIDs (lower the better) of image generation models on VTAB tasks. The number of trainable parameters (second column) are
computed assuming 100 classes. The mean FID over 19 VTAB tasks (third column) and those for dataset with a small to mid-scale training
data are reported. Complete results are in Appendix B.1.3. The best and the second best results are highlighted in each column.

(a) SUN397 (FID=7.7; NAR + Prompt) (b) DTD (FID=25.9; NAR + Prompt) (c) Resisc (FID=24.8; NAR + Prompt)

(d) SUN397 (FID=12.8; AR + Prompt) (e) DTD (FID=30.0; AR + Prompt) (f) Resisc: (FID=22.2; AR + Prompt)

Figure 5. Class conditional generation using NAR (top; S=128) and AR (bottom; S=256, F=16) transformers with prompt tuning.

Setting. We study class-conditional image generation mod-
els on the VTAB (full) tasks. Class-conditional prompts are
trained on the “train” split, using the same hyperparameters
across tasks as provided in Appendix B.1.2.

We investigate generative transfer of AR and NAR trans-
formers using class-conditional Taming Transformer [14]
and MaskGIT [6], respectively, trained on 256×256 images
of ImageNet dataset as source models. Both models contain
24 transformer layers, comprised of 306M and 172M model
parameters, respectively.

Baselines. We compare our method with GAN-based gen-
erative transfer learning methods, including MineGAN [64]
and cGANTransfer [53]. Note that both of these algorithms
use a BigGAN [2] trained on ImageNet as a source. It is
worth noting that the BigGAN model is trained on 128×128

images and its validation FID on ImageNet is 7.4. This is
better than that of our pretrained AR transformer (18.7) and
almost on par with that of NAR transformer (6.2).

We further compare with generative transformers trained
from scratch on VTAB. To highlight the compute efficiency,
models are trained with a comparable compute budget (e.g.,
same number of train epochs) to transfer learning models.
Hyperparameters are provided in Appendix B.1.2. We pro-
vide more in-depth analysis without compute budget restric-
tions in Sec. 5.4.

Evaluation. We use Frechet Inception Distance (FID) [24]
as a quantitative metric. We generate 20k images from each
model and compare with images from a respective dataset.
We sample 20k images if the dataset is larger than 20k.

Results. We report FIDs of models trained and evaluated
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on VTAB tasks in Tab. 1 averaged over 3 runs. Due to lim-
ited space, we report results on tasks with small to mid-scale
train set in addition to the mean FID over 19 datasets. Com-
plete results are given in Appendix B.1.3. In addition, we
provide images generated by various transfer learning meth-
ods for thorough visual inspection. See Appendix B.1 for
evaluation details and more extensive comparison. We see
that prompt tuning is effective for both AR and NAR gener-
ative transformers, especially when the number of training
images is small (e.g., ≤ 10k). Between AR and NAR trans-
formers, we find that NAR model transfers better than the
AR counterpart. Nevertheless, both generative transformers
with class-conditional prompt tuning show significant gain
in performance when compared to GAN-based baselines.

We see that the prompt tuning of generative transform-
ers benefits greatly from a long prompt, reducing mean FID
from 53.7 to 36.4 by increasing the length from 1 to 128.
This is achieved by only adding less than 0.1M parameters,
thanks to our parameter-efficient design of the prompt token
generator. Nevertheless, this comes at an increased cost at
generation time due to increased sequence length. Empiri-
cally, we find that using 128 tokens for the prompt increases
the overall generation time by 25%, as shown in Tab. 4.

AR transformers also benefit from the longer prompt. On
the other hand, AR transformers generally requires prompts
with more learnable parameters, which is achieved by in-
creasing the number of factors. The performance is still on
par with that achievable with the baseline prompt, while us-
ing significantly less number of parameters (5.6M instead
of 20.5M), as shown in Sec. 5.3.

In Fig. 5, we show generated images using 128 prompt
tokens for NAR transformers and 256 prompt tokens (with
F =16) for AR transformers on a few VTAB tasks. More
generated images are in Appendix B.1.4. Despite learning
less than 0.5% of the transformer parameters, the learned
prompts are able to change the generation process of pre-
trained generative transformers to follow the target distribu-
tion.

4.2. Few-shot Generative Transfer

After validation on VTAB, we delve deeper into a few-
shot generative transfer, where the number of training im-
ages is further reduced. We limit our study to transfer of an
NAR transformer, i.e., MaskGIT [6], but with more compar-
isons to existing few-shot image generation models, either
with [53, 64] or without [56, 73] knowledge transfer.

Dataset. We study few-shot generative transfer learning on
Places [74], ImageNet [9], and Animal Face [54]. Follow-
ing [53, 64], for Places and ImageNet, we select 5 classes3

and use 500 images per class for training. For Animal Face,

3Cock, Tape player, Broccoli, Fire engine, Harvester for ImageNet, and
Alley, Arch, Art gallery, Auditorium, Ballroom for Places.

Dataset ImageNet Places Animal Face Dog Face Cat Face
(shot) (500) (500) (100) (389) (160)

MineGAN [64] 61.8† 82.3† – 93.0∗ 54.5∗

cGANTransfer [53] – 71.1‡ 85.9‡ – –
DiffAug [73] – – – 58.5∗ 42.4∗

LeCam GAN [56] – – – 54.9∗ 34.2∗

Ours (class) 16.9 24.2 16.3 65.4 40.2
Ours (instance) 19.6 19.5 13.3 26.0 31.2

Table 2. FIDs of image generation models on few-shot benchmark.
Numbers with †, ‡, ∗ are from [64], [53], [56], respectively.

we consider two scenarios – following [53], we use 100 im-
ages per class for training from 20 classes (denoted as “An-
imal Face” in Tab. 2); alternatively, following [56, 73], we
use all images of dog (389) and cat (160) classes (denoted
as “dog face” and “cat face” in Tab. 2) for training.

Moreover, we test our methods to more challenging off-
manifold target tasks on DomainNet [45] Infograph and Cli-
part (345 classes), and ImageNet sketch (1000 classes) [63]
with as low as 2 training images per class.

Setting. We study a class-and-instance conditional genera-
tive transfer as in Sec. 3.1.2. Class-and-instance conditional
prompts are particularly suitable for few-shot scenarios as
there are only a limited number of training images.

Baselines. GAN-based generative transfer learning meth-
ods, e.g., MineGAN [64] and cGANTransfer [53], are used
as baselines. Moreover, we compare to few-shot image gen-
eration models, e.g., DiffAug [73] and LeCam GAN [56].

Evaluation. We report FIDs using 10k generated images,
except for experiments on dog and cat faces, where we gen-
erate 5k images following [73]. For Places, ImageNet, and
Animal Face, we use an entire training data (i.e., 2500 for
Places and ImageNet, 2000 for Animal Face, 389 and 160
for dog and cat faces, respectively) for the reference distri-
bution. We sample 10k images for the reference distribution
to compute FID for DomainNet and ImageNet sketch.

Results. In Tab. 2, we report FIDs of our proposed method
using prompts of S=128. When conditioned on the class,
our method improves FIDs upon existing generative transfer
learning methods. When comparing with few-shot genera-
tion methods on dog and cat face datasets, our method with
a class condition slightly under-performs, likely due to that
dataset having one class. When conditioned on instances,
our models outperform all GAN-based few-shot generation
models. We provide visualizations in Appendix B.2.1.

We visualize generated images conditioned on the class
by our models in Fig. 6. We show 2 (and only) training data
for each class in red boxes. We observe that, though images
in these datasets are highly artificial and their distributions
are different from the source dataset, our method is able to
synthesize images from respective target distributions well.
Moreover, as clearly seen from Fig. 6, our models do more
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(a) DomainNet Clipart (2 shot; FID=22.4) (b) DomainNet Infograph (2 shot; FID=20.6) (c) ImageNet Sketch (2 shot; FID=14.4)

Figure 6. Class conditional generation of few-shot transfer models. Images in red boxes are two training images of each class.

than simply memorizing the training data.

Data Efficiency. We conduct experiments with less training
images to investigate the data efficiency. We train models
on 5, 10, 50 and 100 images per class for ImageNet, Places
and Animal Face datasets. We use a class-condition for im-
age generation. The same number of images is used for the
reference set to make FIDs comparable across settings.

Results are in Fig. 7. Our method shows far superior data
efficiency, achieving substantially lower FIDs with only 5
training images per class, to GAN-based transfer learning
methods trained with 20 or 100 times more images per class.
We find that using long prompts is not favorable when the
number of training images is too small (e.g., less than 10
images per class for ImageNet and Places, 50 in total), as
models start to overfit to a few images in the train set. When
the total number of images is larger than 250, we find that
using a long prompt is still beneficial.

Enhancing Generation Diversity via Prompt Engineer-
ing. As in Sec. 3.2 and Figs. 4b and 4c, our model offers a
way to enhance generation diversity by composing prompts.
We report quantitative metrics to support our claim.

We conduct experiments on the dog and cat faces dataset
using marquee header prompts with different Tcutoff values.
For the fidelity metric, we compute the FID. To measure the
diversity, we follow [42] and report a intra-cluster pairwise
LPIPS distance, where we generate 5k samples and map
them into one of training images.4

Results are shown in Fig. 8. Ideally, we expect a model
with low FID and high intra-cluster LPIPS scores (e.g., yel-
low star at top-left corner). When generating samples using
a class-condition (red square), we generate diverse images,
but with relatively poor fidelity. On the other hand, when
conditioned on data instances (green dot), we improve the
FID by a large margin, but at the cost of reduced diversity.
Instance to class Marquee header prompts (blue) allow to

4We use a pixel-wise L2 distance for computation efficiency instead of
LPIPS distance in [42].
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(a) ImageNet
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(c) Animal Face

Figure 7. FIDs for models trained with varying numbers of images
per class for class-conditional few-shot generative transfer.

(a) Dog Faces (b) Cat Faces

Figure 8. Marquee header prompt shows clear tradeoff between
fidelity (FID) and diversity (LPIPS) when interpolating from in-
stance to class (blue). It shows a better tradeoff when interpolating
between instances (orange), achieving low FID and high LPIPS.

control the generation diversity and fidelity. Moreover, in-
stance to instance Marquee header prompts, which interpo-
lates an instance prompt to another randomly selected in-
stance prompt, shows much better tradeoff between fidelity
and diversity.
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dataset: oxford_flowers102, length: 1, embed: 32, 
word: 0.848, token:0.851

Code
Text

(a) S = 1 (NMI=0.848)

dataset: oxford_flowers102, length: 128, 
embed: 32, word: 0.800, token:0.820

(b) S = 128 (NMI=0.800)

Figure 9. t-SNE plots of instance-conditioned prompt represen-
tations on flowers dataset. Points of the same color are from the
same class. We also report normalized mutual information (NMI)
score by clustering prompt representations using KMeans.

5. Analysis and Discussion
With a successful demonstration of the power of prompt

tuning for generative transfer learning, we further study
to understand prompt representations (Sec. 5.1, Sec. 5.2)
and conduct an ablation study regarding design choices
of prompt token generator (Sec. 5.3) and transfer learning
(Sec. 5.4).

5.1. What does the Prompt Learn?

To understand what the prompt has learned, we study
some properties of learned prompt representations. For
this study, we train instance conditioned prompt models on
flowers dataset of VTAB, with S=1 and 128. Note that no
class information is used for training in this experiment.

We draw t-SNE plots [61] of prompts in Fig. 9. Here, we
opt to use an output of an MLPC as a prompt representation
instead of a token sequence (e.g., output of an MLPT ) due
to its low dimensionality. We see in Fig. 9a that points of
the same color (i.e., same class) are grouped together, im-
plying that the prompt representations learn discriminative
class information. While we see a similar trend in Fig. 9b,
there are clusters crowded with points of various colors. We
quantify our observation using a normalized mutual infor-
mation (NMI) computed by clustering prompts. Clustering
is more consistent with the ground-truth class labels with
higher NMIs. The model with S=1 achieves 0.848 and the
one with S=128 gets 0.800. Note that these are even better
results than the number obtained using an embedding from
ImageNet pretrained ResNet-50 [21] (NMI=0.734).

5.2. Adaptation-Diversity Trade-Off

We study prompts with various lengths, but on a single
image. We show generated images of models with different
lengths in Fig. 10. With short prompts, the model produces
diverse but less detailed images. On the other hand, a long
prompt model generates images of a higher quality, more
faithful to the training image, but less diverse. This implies

1 2 4 8 16 128

Figure 10. A single training image in red box and those generated
by models using prompts of various lengths from 1 to 128.

NAR # params Small Medium Large Natural Struct. Spec.

S=16

baseline 1.81M 18.6 34.6 89.1 23.8 50.9 41.7
F=1 0.68M 18.6 36.1 89.5 25.2 51.9 41.5
F=4 0.95M 18.6 35.5 88.4 24.4 51.5 41.4
F=16 2.02M 18.5 35.0 86.8 24.3 50.8 40.4

S=128

baseline 10.4M 18.2 30.8 86.4 22.0 46.9 39.9
F=1 0.76M 18.5 30.6 88.9 22.5 47.1 40.5
F=4 1.30M 18.1 31.5 88.0 23.3 48.2 38.0
F=16 3.39M 17.9 30.8 86.5 22.6 47.4 37.7

AR # params Small Medium Large Natural Struct. Spec.

S=16

baseline 2.02M 30.5 41.9 82.7 28.5 61.9 41.7
F=1 0.88M 34.5 43.3 83.9 32.3 62.9 42.9
F=4 1.14M 31.9 42.3 82.7 29.9 62.0 42.0
F=16 2.21M 31.2 41.9 82.6 28.9 61.9 41.6

S=256

baseline 20.4M 25.7 32.7 71.6 23.7 52.1 35.9
F=1 1.06M 32.3 33.5 70.5 29.0 49.1 36.4
F=4 1.88M 31.2 41.9 82.6 28.9 61.9 41.6
F=16 5.16M 26.6 32.6 69.9 24.5 48.9 34.6

Table 3. Ablation on prompt token generators for (top) NAR and
(bottom) AR transformers on VTAB. We report FIDs averaged by
different categorizations of tasks.

that the short prompt learns concepts, while the long prompt
learns fine details of training data. This is in line with our
results in Sec. 5.1 where short prompts learn more discrim-
inative information than long prompts.

In Fig. 11, we visualize images generated by models of
Sec. 5.1. Compared to images in Fig. 11a whose model is
trained with S=1, we clearly see in Fig. 11b that the model
trained with a long prompt generates images that are more
consistent with training instances.

5.3. Ablation on Prompt Token Generators

One of our technical novelties is the parameter-efficient
design of the prompt token generator as in Fig. 3b. We pro-
vide in-depth study on different prompt token generators.

Tab. 3 summarizes results. The key takeaway is that the
performance, measured in FIDs, for models using prompts
with the proposed factorization closely matches those us-
ing the baseline, non-factorized prompts. This is particu-
larly true for NAR transformers. On the other hand, AR
transformers still prefers prompt generators with more pa-
rameters. Nevertheless, we achieve on par results with the
baseline using less than 30% of parameters.
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(a) Oxford Flowers, “Grape hyacinth” (S = 1) (b) Oxford Flowers, “Grape hyacinth” (S = 128)

Figure 11. Instance-conditioned generation. For each row, leftmost image in red box is a training image and next five images are gener-
ated. When instance conditioned, generated images follow finer-grained details of the reference training image, such as color, shape, or
background, beyond class information. Adaptation and diversity could be further controlled by the prompt length.
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Figure 12. FID vs the number of train epochs for various learning methods for transformer-based sequence models. Knowledge transfer is
essential for faster convergence when training data is small.

5.4. Beyond Prompt Tuning for Generative Transfer

We have studied applying a prompt tuning to learn gen-
erative vision transformers via knowledge transfer. We have
seen promising results, e.g., excelling state-of-the-art GAN-
based transfer learning methods at generative modeling. We
also demonstrate the importance of knowledge transfer for
fast and efficient learning of generative models from small
training data. Despite the success, prompt tuning is not the
only method for learning transformer-based sequence mod-
els. For the completeness, we conduct an extended study for
various learning methods of generative vision transformers.

To that end, we evaluate adapter tuning and fine-tuning
in addition to the prompt tuning and learning from scratch.
Adapter tuning [25] introduces learnable adapter modules
to each transformer block. Fine-tuning unfreezes pretrained
weights and updates them. All models are trained using the
same loss (e.g., masked visual token model loss [6] for NAR
transformer). As we are interested in class-conditional gen-
erative models, we also introduce class-conditional prompts
of length 1 that are randomly initialized for adapter tuning
and fine-tuning.

For experiments, we vary the number of training epochs

from 10 to 3200,5 as training efficiency is one of the key dif-
ferentiating factors across various learning strategies. For
prompt tuning, we use 128 prompt tokens with a single fac-
tor. For adapter tuning, we use 64 hidden units for adapter
modules. We report the number of trainable parameters as-
suming 100 classes, train time per step and generation time
comparisons in Tab. 4. Prompt tuning shows the best pa-
rameter and train time efficiency, where the number of train-
able parameters is less than 0.5% of those of fine-tuning and
learning from scratch. On the other hand, due to the longer
sequence, it takes more time for generation than those mod-
els with a single class token. Adapter tuning, together with
a tunable class-conditional prompt, turns out to be a method
with a good balance, with relatively few trainable parame-
ters and efficiency at both train and test time.

Fig. 12 compares the generation performance in FID on
VTAB. We see that models with a knowledge transfer con-
verge faster than the ones without a transfer. For example, it
requires almost 800 epochs for models learned from scratch
to reach FIDs of the prompt tuning models trained for 10
epochs for tasks with a small data. Fine-tuning also adapts

5We limit the maximum number of training steps to 500K to finish
model training within a reasonable time window.
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# params train / step generation

Prompt tuning (S=128) 0.76M 1× 1×
Adapter tuning 5.43M 1.04× 0.84×
Fine-tuning, Scratch 172M 1.67× 0.80×

Table 4. Qualitative comparison (e.g., number of trainable param-
eters, train and generation time) among various learning strategies
based on NAR transformers.

to new data distributions quickly, though it takes more time
per step for model training. As in Fig. 12a, for tasks with
a small training data, fine-tuning shows the best FIDs. On
the other hand, we find that fine-tuning behaves unstable
on some datasets (e.g., smallnorb), and the performance di-
verges as training goes, as in Fig. 12b. Complete FID results
are in Tab. 7 of Appendix. To our surprise, learning from
scratch performs well even for tasks with a small training
data when given sufficient compute resources and time.

Finally, we’d like to note that there is no single method
that wins against the rest as each method has its own advan-
tage. For example, for applications where the small number
of parameter is critical, prompt tuning should be preferred
despite slightly worse generation quality. Also, prompt and
adapter tuning are preferred when there are many datasets
and tasks as transformer parameters are shared across tasks.

6. Related Work

Transfer learning [43,55,66,75] is a method for improv-
ing the performance of downstream tasks using knowledge
from the source domain and task. It is shown to be partic-
ularly effective when the amount of training data is limited
for downstream tasks. Knowledge transfer of deep neural
networks has been realized in various forms, such as linear
probing [8, 23], fine-tuning [31, 46], or adapter [25, 49, 50].
Recently, prompt tuning [34, 36, 37] has emerged as a pow-
erful tool for transfer learning of transformer-based large
language models in NLP. Since the introduction of Vision
Transformer [13], such approach has been studied for vision
tasks as well [1, 26]. While previous works have shown ef-
fectiveness of prompt tuning for discriminative tasks (e.g.,
classification), we apply the technique for image synthesis.

Generative models have been extensively studied for im-
age synthesis, including variational autoencoder [30,57,59],
diffusion [11, 51] and autoregressive [44, 58, 62] models. A
large volume of progress has been made around the genera-
tive adversarial network (GAN) [18] thanks to its ability at
synthesizing high-fidelity images [2, 27, 28, 52]. As such,
generative knowledge transfer has been studied to transfer
knowledge of pretrained GAN models. TransferGAN [65],
following a usual practice by fine-tune on the target dataset,
has demonstrated transferring knowledge from pretraining
improves the performance when training with limited data.

Freezing a few layers of discriminator [40] further improves
while stabilizing the training process. MineGAN [64] intro-
duces a miner, which projects random noise into the embed-
ding space of the pretrained generator, and trains it with dis-
criminator while fixing generator parameters. cGANTrans-
fer [53] makes explicit transfer of knowledge on classes of
the source dataset to new classes. Albeit showing improve-
ment, these methods still require careful training (e.g., early
stopping) and have evaluated on a few datasets. In our work,
we extensively test methods on a wide variety of visual do-
mains (e.g., VTAB) and show improvement by a large mar-
gin over existing GAN-based generative transfer methods.

7. Conclusion
We present a method for learning image generation mod-

els from diverse data distributions and varying amount of
training data via knowledge transfer from the source model
trained on a large dataset. A simple modification on prompt
token designs allows to learn a parameter and compute effi-
cient class and instance conditional image generation mod-
els of autoregressive and non-autoregressive vision trans-
formers. Comprehensive experimental results of image syn-
thesis are provided across diverse visual domains, tasks, and
the number of training images. In addition, we show how to
use learned prompts for novel image synthesis in the form of
marquee header prompts, which is particularly useful when
synthesizing images using generative models learned from
a few images.
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1 import flax.linen as nn
2 import jax.numpy as jnp
3

4 class TokenGenerator(nn.Module):
5 n_token: int # Number of token (S)
6 n_class: int # Number of class (C)
7 n_factor: int # Number of factors (F)
8 d_embed: int # Embed dimension (P)
9 d_token: int # Token dimension (D)

10

11 @nn.compact
12 def __call__(self, cls_ids: jnp.ndarray):
13 MLP_p = nn.Embed(self.n_token, [self.d_embed, self.n_factor])
14 MLP_c = nn.Embed(self.n_class, [self.d_embed, self.n_factor])
15 MLP_t = nn.Dense(self.d_token)
16 MLP_f = nn.Embed(1, self.n_factor)
17

18 pos_ids = jnp.arange(self.n_token)
19 factor_ids = jnp.arange(1)[None, None, ...]
20 pos_embed = MLP_p(pos_ids[None, ...]) # 1 x S x P x F
21 cls_embed = MLP_c(cls_ids[..., None]) # B x 1 x P x F
22 fac_embed = MLP_f([None, None, ...]) # 1 x 1 x 1 x F
23 embed = (fac_embed * (pos_embed + cls_embed)).sum(-1)
24 return MLP_t(nn.LayerNorm(embed))

Figure 13. An example code for the token generator in Flax-ish [22] format.

A. Pseudo-code for Token Generator
In Fig. 13 we provide an example code that implements the prompt token generator in Flax [22] format.

B. Comprehensive Experiment Description
B.1. Visual Task Adaptation Benchmark (VTAB)

B.1.1 Dataset Meta Information of Visual Task Adaptation Benchmark

In Tab. 5 we provide a dataset meta information, including the number of class and the number of images in each data split,
of VTAB.

B.1.2 Hyperparameters

We provide hyperparameters used in our experiments in Tab. 6. Note that most hyperparameters are shared across datasets,
except the number of training epochs. We use Adam optimizer [29] with a cosine learning rate decay [38]. When learning
models from scratch, we find that learning rate warm-up is essential. To this end, we use a warm-up for the first two epochs
for AR models, and 80 train epochs for NAR transformers.

B.1.3 Experimental Results

We provide complete results in Tab. 7 for autoregressive transformers, non-autoregressive transformers as well as GAN-
based generative model transfer learning methods including MineGAN [64] and cGANTransfer [53]. For AR and NAR
transformers, we report FIDs for prompt tuning, learning from scratch, as well as different transfer learning techniques
including adapter [25] and fine-tuning [31].

B.1.4 Visualization of Generated Images

We visualize images generated by the models trained on each of VTAB tasks from Fig. 14 to Fig. 29.
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Dataset # class train val test all

Caltech-101 102 2754 306 6084 9144
CIFAR-100 100 45000 5000 10000 60000
SUN397 397 76128 10875 21750 108753
SVHN 10 65931 7326 26032 99289
Flowers102 102 1020 1020 6149 8189
Pet 37 2944 736 3669 7349
DTD 47 1880 1880 1880 5640
EuroSAT 10 16200 5400 5400 27000
Resisc45 45 18900 6300 6300 31500
Patch Camelyon 2 262144 32768 32768 327680
Diabetic Retinopathy 5 35126 10906 42670 88702
Kitti 4 6347 423 711 7481
Smallnorb (azimuth) 18 24300 12150 12150 48600
Smallnorb (elevation) 9 24300 12150 12150 48600
Dsprites (x position) 16 589824 73728 73728 737280
Dsprites (orientation) 16 589824 73728 73728 737280
Clevr (object distance) 6 63000 7000 15000 85000
Clevr (count) 8 63000 7000 15000 85000
DMLab 6 65550 22628 22735 110913

Mean 49.5 102851.2 15332.8 20416.0 138600.0

Table 5. Dataset meta information (e.g., number of images, number of class) for tasks in VTAB.

AR AR AR AR NAR NAR NAR NAR
scratch + Prompt + Adapter + Fine-tune scratch + Prompt + Adapter + Fine-tune

Learning rate 0.0005 0.001 0.001 0.0005 0.0001 0.001 0.001 0.001 / 0.0001
Batch size 128 256 256 128 128 256 256 128

Weight decay 0.045 0 0 0.045 0.045 0 0 0.045
Warmup epochs 2 0 0 0 80 0 0 0

Table 6. Hyperparameter used for experiments. For NAR + Fine-tune, we use the learning rate of 0.001 for new model parameters (e.g.,
prompt) while using 0.0001 for pretrained ones (e.g., transformer). The same hyperparameter is used across all datasets and scenarios.
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Models Caltech101 CIFAR100 SUN397 SVHN Flower Pet DTD EuroSAT Resisc45 PC DR Kitti

MineGAN 102.4 82.6 77.5 144.7 132.1 130.1 87.4 111.5 81.0 170.3 192.2 117.9
cGANTransfer 89.6 31.4 31.1 64.7 61.6 48.6 70.3 45.6 50.3 119.9 149.8 48.9

NAR

Scratch 72.7 24.2 9.2 44.4 57.2 70.3 66.1 39.5 32.0 48.3 25.6 33.8
Scratch (3200 ep.) 14.5 22.5 7.3 43.5 14.9 8.5 29.2 26.4 24.2 51.1 26.0 26.1
P (S=1) 13.4 26.9 7.2 83.0 13.8 11.8 25.7 45.9 28.7 107.9 84.2 32.2
P (S=16) 12.7 25.5 7.3 80.8 13.2 11.0 26.0 35.8 25.1 71.0 34.2 30.0
P (S=128) 12.9 25.0 7.7 62.3 13.4 10.9 25.9 38.4 24.8 67.4 30.8 29.9
P (S=128, F=16) 11.8 25.0 7.5 63.4 13.3 11.5 26.0 35.8 24.3 61.4 29.2 27.0
P† (S=16) 12.4 25.3 7.3 72.5 12.7 11.2 25.4 36.9 23.7 71.7 34.3 31.2
P† (S=128) 12.2 25.2 7.5 60.4 12.3 11.0 25.7 35.4 24.3 71.7 28.2 29.6
Adapter 11.3 20.3 6.7 43.7 11.0 6.9 25.1 28.2 19.9 46.4 24.9 24.0
Fine-tune 11.3 18.2 6.5 43.9 10.2 6.3 24.2 23.1 18.2 48.0 24.4 22.8

AR

Scratch 76.1 27.1 13.5 31.2 56.1 52.5 92.7 19.4 29.5 32.9 37.0 31.6
Scratch (3200 ep.) 30.5 25.8 14.4 27.9 24.3 28.1 45.1 15.5 11.5 32.3 37.7 33.2
P (S=1) 45.4 25.7 18.8 80.4 28.9 42.2 37.1 37.3 35.1 74.9 93.1 66.8
P (S=16) 41.4 22.5 16.4 55.5 19.6 36.6 33.4 32.6 28.8 49.8 60.7 41.3
P (S=256) 39.6 19.8 15.0 44.0 17.3 34.9 32.5 29.6 26.7 44.0 45.4 37.1
P (S=256, F=16) 27.2 17.6 12.8 42.8 14.1 27.2 30.0 26.4 22.2 44.3 45.4 34.6
P† (S=16) 30.9 19.4 13.7 53.7 15.4 30.8 30.8 30.2 25.7 49.0 60.4 39.7
P† (S=256) 24.6 17.5 12.3 43.1 13.7 25.1 29.8 26.7 20.9 43.6 46.1 35.1
Adapter 27.0 16.7 12.6 29.9 11.8 19.1 30.8 22.4 22.0 39.4 37.3 29.0
Fine-tune 17.6 13.2 9.1 27.7 17.7 10.7 35.4 15.1 11.6 30.9 34.5 29.6

Models SNorbA SNorbB Dspr.A Dspr.B ClevrA ClevrB DMLab Mean ≤ 10K ≤ 100K ≥ 100K Natural Special. Struct.

MineGAN 160.4 161.1 252.7 285.1 212.1 225.6 152.4 151.5 114.0 145.6 236.0 108.1 138.7 195.9
cGANTransfer 93.3 90.5 133.7 165.4 109.4 115.0 98.8 85.1 63.8 80.0 139.7 56.8 91.4 106.9

NAR

Scratch 31.4 32.9 87.5 89.0 12.5 13.3 20.6 42.7 60.0 26.0 75.0 49.2 36.4 40.1
Scratch (3200 ep.) 29.4 30.5 90.1 88.3 13.7 13.5 19.6 30.5 18.6 23.3 76.5 20.1 31.9 38.9
P (S=1) 58.6 58.7 119.5 121.3 58.5 57.9 64.4 53.7 19.4 52.2 116.2 26.0 66.7 71.4
P (S=16) 46.1 42.8 98.7 98.8 27.3 28.2 43.4 39.9 18.6 36.1 89.5 25.2 41.5 51.9
P (S=128) 33.6 35.2 100.9 92.8 21.9 23.6 33.5 36.4 18.6 30.6 87.0 22.6 40.3 46.4
P (S=128, F=16) 36.0 36.1 98.7 99.3 25.6 24.1 32.0 36.2 17.9 30.8 86.5 22.6 37.7 47.4
P† (S=16) 44.1 44.7 96.5 99.0 26.0 27.1 38.9 39.0 18.6 34.6 89.1 23.8 41.7 50.9
P† (S=128) 34.6 38.4 92.2 95.4 24.7 27.5 32.9 36.3 18.2 30.8 86.4 22.0 39.9 46.9
Adapter 29.2 28.7 85.7 86.9 14.6 15.0 20.0 28.9 15.7 22.9 73.0 17.9 29.9 38.0
Fine-tune 67.2 51.3 86.5 88.0 20.6 19.7 23.4 32.3 15.0 28.8 74.1 17.2 28.4 47.4

AR

Scratch 23.1 23.4 76.5 76.6 12.3 12.2 27.8 39.6 61.8 23.3 62.0 49.9 29.7 35.4
Scratch (3200 ep.) 23.4 23.3 76.5 75.1 12.1 11.4 25.5 30.2 32.2 20.8 61.3 28.0 24.3 35.1
P (S=1) 62.2 62.0 215.9 214.0 90.6 91.6 69.0 73.2 44.1 60.5 168.3 39.8 60.1 109.0
P (S=16) 52.9 52.6 102.3 99.8 51.0 49.8 53.6 47.4 34.5 43.3 83.9 32.2 42.9 62.9
P (S=256) 42.4 42.3 83.7 83.7 29.5 28.9 45.2 39.0 32.3 33.5 70.5 29.0 36.4 49.1
P (S=256, F=16) 43.4 42.7 83.8 81.6 30.2 29.0 45.9 36.9 26.6 32.6 69.9 24.5 34.6 48.9
P† (S=16) 51.3 52.2 100.3 97.3 49.6 49.0 54.0 44.9 29.5 41.7 82.2 27.8 41.3 61.7
P† (S=256) 43.5 43.5 86.9 84.3 30.4 29.8 45.7 37.0 25.7 32.7 71.6 23.7 34.3 49.9
Adapter 36.0 36.3 77.8 77.9 15.5 14.9 29.6 30.8 23.5 24.8 65.1 21.1 30.3 39.6
Fine-tune 23.2 23.2 76.8 77.2 11.8 11.5 25.6 26.4 22.2 18.8 61.6 18.8 23.0 34.9

Table 7. FIDs on VTAB tasks tested with various models. We use the “all” set as a reference set for computing FIDs. Unless otherwise
stated, all NAR models are trained for 200 epochs and AR models are trained for 400 epochs with the same hyperparameter settings
specified in Tab. 6. “P” refers to the prompt tuning with the sequence length S and the number of factors F . “DTD”: Describable Tex-
tures Dataset, “PC”: Patch Camelyon, “DR”: Diabetic Retinopathy, “SNorbA”: SmallNorb (azimuth), “SNorbB”: SmallNorb (elevation),
“DsprA”: Dsprites (x position), “DsprB”: Dsprites (orientation), “ClevrA”: Clevr (object distance), “ClevrB”: Clevr (count).
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(a) MineGAN (b) cGANTransfer

(c) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (d) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 256, F = 16)

(e) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (f) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 128)

Figure 14. Visualization of generated images with different models on Caltech101 of VTAB.
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(a) MineGAN (b) cGANTransfer

(c) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (d) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 256, F = 16)

(e) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (f) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 128)

Figure 15. Visualization of generated images with different models on CIFAR100 of VTAB.
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(a) MineGAN (b) cGANTransfer

(c) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (d) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 256, F = 16)

(e) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (f) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 128)

Figure 16. Visualization of generated images with different models on SUN397 of VTAB.
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(a) MineGAN (b) cGANTransfer

(c) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (d) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 256, F = 16)

(e) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (f) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 128)

Figure 17. Visualization of generated images with different models on SVHN of VTAB.
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(a) MineGAN (b) cGANTransfer

(c) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (d) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 256, F = 16)

(e) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (f) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 128)

Figure 18. Visualization of generated images with different models on Oxford Flowers102 of VTAB.
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(a) MineGAN (b) cGANTransfer

(c) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (d) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 256, F = 16)

(e) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (f) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 128)

Figure 19. Visualization of generated images with different models on Oxford iiit Pet of VTAB.
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(a) MineGAN (b) cGANTransfer

(c) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (d) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 256, F = 16)

(e) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (f) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 128)

Figure 20. Visualization of generated images with different models on DTD of VTAB.
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(a) MineGAN (b) cGANTransfer

(c) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (d) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 256, F = 16)

(e) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (f) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 128)

Figure 21. Visualization of generated images with different models on EuroSAT of VTAB.
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(a) MineGAN (b) cGANTransfer

(c) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (d) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 256, F = 16)

(e) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (f) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 128)

Figure 22. Visualization of generated images with different models on Resisc45 of VTAB.
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(a) MineGAN (b) cGANTransfer

(c) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (d) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 256, F = 16)

(e) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (f) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 128)

Figure 23. Visualization of generated images with different models on Patch Camelyon of VTAB.
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(a) MineGAN (b) cGANTransfer

(c) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (d) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 256, F = 16)

(e) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (f) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 128)

Figure 24. Visualization of generated images with different models on Diabetic Retinopathy of VTAB.
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(a) MineGAN (b) cGANTransfer

(c) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (d) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 256, F = 16)

(e) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (f) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 128)

Figure 25. Visualization of generated images with different models on Kitti of VTAB.
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(a) MineGAN (b) cGANTransfer

(c) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (d) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 256, F = 16)

(e) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (f) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 128)

Figure 26. Visualization of generated images with different models on Smallnorb of VTAB.
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(a) MineGAN (b) cGANTransfer

(c) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (d) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 256, F = 16)

(e) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (f) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 128)

Figure 27. Visualization of generated images with different models on Dsprites of VTAB.
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(a) MineGAN (b) cGANTransfer

(c) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (d) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 256, F = 16)

(e) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (f) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 128)

Figure 28. Visualization of generated images with different models on Clevr of VTAB.
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(a) MineGAN (b) cGANTransfer

(c) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (d) AR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 256, F = 16)

(e) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 1) (f) NAR transformer with prompt tuning (S = 128)

Figure 29. Visualization of generated images with different models on DMLab of VTAB.
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(a) Places, 5-shot, Left: real, Right: generation.

(b) Places, 500-shot, All generation, without cherry-picking.

Figure 30. Fewshot generation on places.

B.2. Few-shot Generative Transfer

B.2.1 Visualization of Generated Images
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(a) ImageNet, 5-shot, Left: real, Right: generation.

(b) ImageNet, 500-shot, All generation, without cherry-picking.

Figure 31. Fewshot generation on ImageNet.
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(a) Animal Face, 5-shot, Left: real, Right: generation.

(b) Animal Face, 100-shot, All generation, without cherry-picking.

Figure 32. Fewshot generation on Animal Face.
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